LIST OF HANDOUTS FOR THE WEB-SITE TA-TUTOR.COM

Positive Self-Esteem
Freedom Requires Responsibility
Freedom Requires Discipline
Peaceful Conflict Resolution
Fighting Fair and Resolving Conflicts

Life "Times" Inventory
Life "Time" Inventory
Relationship Strengths
Life Skills Inventory
Heritage Strength Inventory
My Scripted Job Description
Help and Hindrance
Wants - "Lost and Found"
A-B-C's of Childhood
ABC - Drama Triangle Worksheet - 1
ABC - Durable Triangle Worksheet - 2
My Haven
Developing Your Human Potential
Fun Development
So . . . What Are You Afraid Of?
Comfort Level Saying the Words
The Structure of Change
The Impact of Change on Your Life

Calendars for Planning
Calendar - Week
Calendar - Month
Calendar - Year
One Year Flow Chart

Abuse
Warning Signs
Stacy's Story - How It Starts
Sharon's Story - How It Starts
Sharon's Story - Working It Out
The Tailhook Legacy - Enforcement in Action!

The Attitude Triangle Lists
Attitude Triangle Worksheet (Use with Lists Below)
Attitude Triangle List 1 (Use with Worksheet Above)
Attitude Triangle List 2 (Use with Worksheet Above)
Attitude Triangle List 3 (Use with Worksheet Above)

Ethics
Ethical Dimensions - 1
Ethical Dimensions - (More to Come)

Humor
Performance Standards
Word Play
Doing It Alone
Lighthouse
Both Sides
Affirmations for a Better Life
The 12 Nightmares of Christmas Past and Present
The 12 Days of Christmas Future
The Gonkataer Armature

Opinions and Feelings Are Frequently a Personal Triumph over Good Thinking
You Define Reality by What You Know, What You Believe, and What You Do About It